
* Please beware that during the purge at the Faculty of Humanities in Koper in 

2010 and scarcely believable further complications with the final impression of 

the 4 numbers of the anthropological journal Monitor ZSA for 2010 which I 

conducted (and which had already been attributed the aid from the Public 

Agency for the Book for the press expenses in 2010, but unfortunately the print 

was crushed down by the director of the publishing house Mr. Darko Darovec), 

came out ‒ among other irregularities (such as e. g. that the journal was not 

even distributed in 3 important bookshops in Koper) ‒ that the university 

publishing house and its services did not properly pay copyrights and other 

royalties for the translations it should have (all along).  

As an ex-editor in chief of the journal who (without any payment, but around 

500 euros of total income in 10 years) took care of the content, peer-review 

system and of language aspects of the published texts I deeply and sincerely 

apologize for the troubles I ‒ not knowingly ‒ might have caused to the authors 

and especially translated authors in the journal.  

At the same time I beg you not to undertake severe measures on this issue (on 

people who had generously put vivid effort into the project of making more 

coherent and pertinent social sciences in the milieu), as the journal has after all 

stopped being published in 2010. That was at the moment when the crucial 

people who developed the journal and elaborated this important platform for the 

epistemically different type of historical and social research in Slovenia and 

even broader (against ethnocentrism, linear accumulation and vectorial 

threding of data with its non thinking aspect and alienation from real processes) 

for more than 10 years were rudely thrown out of the academic world. 

 

More about the purge of university teachers and assistants is to be found under various 

rubrics in the main menu and at the pages of Rešimo univerzo / Save the University / Sauvons 

l'université 
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